Chairman Message

Since 1995, when we established the plan of Hochster Pharmaceutical industries we have self committed to present the highest quality of medicines to the patients. A principle that challenged us to offer the competitive environment to maximize the efforts to satisfy patients, employees, business partners, suppliers, shareholders and the whole community.

Hochster team who combine both skills and knowledge, are working in a harmony to achieve our goals to make medicine accessible.

Hochster was not only equipped with up-to-date technology and production facilities, but the whole organization is supported by the umbrella of sustainable development guided by the long term business strategy to ensure best quality.

Our goal is to continue expanding our product portfolios and the depth of our pipelines, which have propelled us to our position as an outstanding industrial company.

Sincerely,

Dr. Ahmed Maklad
Chairman and managing director
Introduction

Who we are

HOCHSTER
Is one of the fastest growing Egyptian pharmaceutical companies. We have a portfolio of products that support prevention as well as treatment of diseases across a broad range of therapeutic areas.

HOCHSTER
Was found in 1995 under the name of TIBA. We currently have 25 current products and 88 pipeline products in various stages of development and also cover most market segments of conventional and natural products.

HOCHSTER
Proved to be able to create continuous growth and to strengthen its economic and financial statements to comply with its target.

HOCHSTER
Aims to continue to grow through its ambitious targets to increase its value to the benefits of its shareholders. and we strive to provide access to safe, effective and affordable medicine to our community making medicines accessible to everybody.
Our principles

Vision

Our vision is to become one of the top twenty largest & leading companies in the Egyptian Pharmaceutical market within next five years.

Mission

We have a challenging & inspiring mission to improve the quality of life of the Egyptian people by enabling them to do more, besides serving our customers, colleagues, Shareholders, business and community where we work & live.

Values

Our values serve as a compass for direction and orientation in all our actions and activities as we must do more than simply do things right – we must do the right things.

Our values are:

• Honesty, integrity and accountability. As our conduct as a company, and as individuals, will always reflect the highest standards of integrity.
• Respect and a professional approach in all of our interactions.
• Urgency, and insistence.
• A customer oriented focus and a commitment to quality in products and service.
• A spirit of innovation, a desire to achieve, a CAN DO attitude.
• Team work.
• Leadership.
Our principles

**HOCHSTER** aims to continue to grow through its ambitious targets to increase its value to the benefits of its shareholders.

**HOCHSTER** strives to exceed customer’s expectations, every day we work creatively to understand our customer’s need and take whatever actions necessary to meet the needs in superior and innovative manner.

**HOCHSTER** committed through our scientific office to provide appropriate and balanced information to physicians and other healthcare providers to help them make better prescribing decisions for their patients.

**HOCHSTER** also implement an ethical educational awareness campaigns directly to physicians, pharmacists & consumers.

**HOCHSTER** believe Direct-To-Consumer (DTC) campaigns contribute to greater awareness about conditions and diseases, which can benefit public health by increasing the number of patients appropriately diagnosed and treated.
Hochster Factory

Is a hi-tech factory established in 2013, located in Badr City. The premises is built on a total surface area of 23,000 m², the production building consists of 3 floors each 2227 m² (total of 6681 m²), administration & laboratories building consists of 3 floors each is 1007 m² (total of 3021 m²), utilities is 625 m² and the air conditioned warehouse building is 2241 m² & highest 15 m².

It had been designed and equipped by the German experts to meet GMP standards "Good Manufacture Practices " & has a huge space for future extension.

A team of highly experienced staff verifies strict quality control standards for all steps of production. They are using also for their analysis the latest available lab equipments with highest quality brand names.

At Hochster, people are the cornerstone of our success.

Our products include human therapeutic products and food supplements.
Hochster manufacturing machines are fully computerized system at production room and also equipped with telecommunication device for error troubleshooting.

**For Oral Solids:**

- The Granulation Line machine with a trade name of DIOSNA from Germany is a compacted (closed) system – not need the interference of operators.

- The Coating Line machine with a trade name of DIOSNA from Germany used for sugar coating, film coating and enteric coating for sensitive products.

- The Tablet Compression machine with a trade name of FETTE from Germany feeding by closed system.

- The Capsule filling machine with a trade name of MG2 from Italy feeding by closed system used for filling powder in hard gelatin capsule, filling powder & pellets and filling pellets.

- The Blistering machine with trade name of Uhlmann from Germany used for blister of PVC/Alu and Alu/Alu.

- The Blinder with a trade name of MULLER from Germany is a closed system for dry mixing in movable container to prevent contamination.
Our machines

For Oral Liquids:

• Liquid Preparation (CIP System) with a trade name of Culligan from Italy for preparation of syrup, suspension with a capacity of about 3000 litters. The machine is operated by graphical and colored touch panel with telecommunication device for error troubleshooting and software updating from the factory of manufacturer.

• Bottle Blowing, Filling, Capping & Labeling machine with a trade name of YOOSUNG from Korea which is a fully automatic integrated line operated by graphical and colored touch panel, From air rinsing to labeler machine suitable for liquid and syrup for wide viscosity ranges.
Quality

We are dedicated to the highest quality in all the products and services we provide.

All our APIs (Active Pharmaceutical Ingredient) & raw materials are supplied from European companies or at least factories have eGMP which supply their materials to Europe.

Quality work is the primary component of quality products and the source of our reputation for excellence and high standards.

Creating a collaborative and productive work environment has always been one of the core values in building up Hochster Pharmaceuticals as we know it today.

**Hochster** Pharmaceutical Industries is committed to continual improvement of the efficiency and effectiveness of operations through integrated management system certification. In Jun 2014, Hochster achieved certification of:

- ISO 9001:2008
- ISO 14001:2004
- OHSAS 18001:2007

through audit assessment of worldwide leading registrar (ASR).
Hochster Pharmaceutical Industries honorably serves the needs of the patients, by providing pharmaceuticals and healthcare products of superior quality to enable them to enjoy a better quality of life.

**Hochster products include:**

**Gastrointestinal & liver support**
- LEVANOX
- SERALON-E
- C-Mune
- Verdo
- Gastorelive
- CALMINAL
- Mentoplex

**Cough & cold**
- Herbal Bronch
- Juvix
- Typecatol
- Logitrex (Pipeline)

**NSAIDs**
- Loujain
- DEXA-IBUFEN
- Achera (Pipeline)

**Premature ejaculation**
- Matujac (Pipeline)

**Vitamins & minerals**
- CAL-MAG
- Uskade
- TOTAL

**Anti-infectives**
- Respenzo
- Megabio (Pipeline)

**Neuropathic & low back pain**
- Pregadurff (Pipeline)

**Immunity improvement & antioxidant**
- Fluran
- Oxyplex
### Hochster Pharmaceutical Products profile

#### CNS
- Trinovume
- Tibazolax (Pipeline)
- Wellinta (Pipeline)
- Esctikana (Pipeline)
- Ariazol (Pipeline)
- Atomotra (Pipeline)
- Diradour (Pipeline)
- Quitiadel (Pipeline)

#### Cardiovascular
- Tenolat SR
- Tensrelive (Pipeline)
- Praditran (Pipeline)
- Jackwell (Pipeline)

#### Diabetes
- Dibacure (Pipeline)
- Sitagliptin + Simvastatin (Pipeline)
- Saxagliptin (Pipeline)
- Dapaglifozin (Pipeline)
- Tenolat SR
- Tensrelive (Pipeline)
- Praditran (Pipeline)
- Jackwell (Pipeline)

#### Antihistaminics
- Fexodinaller (Pipeline)
- Desaller (Pipeline)

#### Antifungal
- Sulco-fung (Pipeline)

#### Weight loss
- Lorcaserin (Pipeline)

#### Women health
- Cascade (Pipeline)

#### Erectile dysfunction
- Hardecsta (Pipeline)
Factory & Scientific office: Badr industrial city, El-Robaky road, major investors area, 250F, 144z.
Tel : (+202) 2310 8218 - 2310 8219 - 23108220
Fax: (+202) 23108221